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About This Content
Get a new skin for all five Contestants including the supreme skins. "Vacation Ravager" & "Mech Hammer" and the rare skin
"Fire Squire".
Your friends will die of envy when they see you strut your stuff in this new Summer Collection from BetaDwarf!
The Pack contains:

One supreme Volco skin.(Mech Hammer)
This skin for Volco has had a full redo of all the mesh and textures for volco, turning him into a futuristic mech warrior
of burning awesomeness.
One supreme Ravager skin. (Vacation Ravager)
Ever wanted to become a crazy alien Mexican Ravager? Well now you can!
One Rare Squire of Light skin. (Fire Squire)
The power of the sun became to much for the Squire and his armor has started to melt from the inside out! The fact that
the cloth on his armor hasn’t burned away is a testament to the tailors of his home world!
One Stormbringer skin.
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Bring the thunder!! But do it in a new flashy red outfit!
One Settsu skin.
Take up the colors of the new Drone faction, with this white and black armor for the new Expansion Contestant. (This
Settsu skin requires the Drone Invasion DLC to unlock, but all other skins in the pack do not)
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Title: FORCED SHOWDOWN - Supreme Skin Pack
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
BetaDwarf
Publisher:
BetaDwarf
Release Date: 31 Jul, 2016
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10
Processor: Intel Core i3, 2.4 Ghz or equivalent
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: Nvidia Geforce GT 240 or equivalent, minimum 512 MB of VRAM
DirectX: Version 10
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 6 GB available space

English
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This game is FUN.
When first starting the game, if using an controller, use the mouse on the main menu first, and keep using it until the character
select screen. Once in the game, it brings back old school memories and you. will. die.
Good luck!. Little and fun aerial combat multiplayer game. Even after many years there are people playing it. Since it's now free
to play there is no reason why you shouldn't at least check it.. This is the second half of Umineko. It's just about as good as the
question arcs, if you ask me.. Can't change keyboard controls
Got stuck on a mission due to bug
Can't skip the mission due to bug
Uninstall. i love that you added a new plane but can you add more and add skins to it like the thunderbird skin for the f16
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MUST WATCH !!!. It's PLANE to see that this game is perfect
4/10. Crashed on start. Error code -59. Recommended fix actions include reinstalling Windows OS.....
I would steer clear of this program. I got a refund right away. Common issue with this program.. It's really cool and interesting
talking with people like in the 1920's. I don't know how accurate it is -but it's fun.
The game has charm but overall I can't really recommend it unless it's on a really good sale and you don't care about the
following cons:
First off to navigate the map you need to put your mouse to the edge of it and wait while it scrolls to the appropriate area.
This quickly gets tedious since it would be very easy to make the arrow keys or something scroll the map without you having to
mouse over everytime. It's a needlessly slow process.
The second con and the biggest is that the game is mostly luck based. You have stats you can increase but you will soon realize
that sometimes the only reason you lost - was because of luck. You can win with the worst stats and you can lose with the best.
The minigames themselves are a bit fun though.. Chasing Dead is like a B movie with alot of A rate ideas if they were executed
well. . Start with the very cool plot of starting off being escape pod dropped toward a planet and mistakenly the pod crashes into
a 747 type passenger jet where you start your fighting. you have to gain control of the jet by first taking out all the zombies.
Problem. The alien guarding the pilot cabin is difficult to discern. its like a mirage that lightly distorts the visual field when in
your presence.
The big blems are that when you kill the zombies , they fragment like old school virtual reality tank v tank renderings. Theres a
few less quality angles like that that put a limit to enthusiasm. On the otherhand . for 10$ , not too shabby and a decent play. Oh
yeh, theres a hospital. this is a scene where i've gotten alot more scared than any other game ever offered for 4x the cost. The
floating security drones are cool, Its like Roger Wilco Pentium 2 bad cough medicine trip with formidable play for what you
spent. The video footage of being updated of the missions is not great quality but in the theme of the game itself seems to be
very realistic. AND the alien headquarters underground is similar to dead space with better lighting and humanish guards to
attack as well. The variety of species for this thing is pretty good. can drive tanks, can outwit unusually large aliens that would
otherwise cheaply stomp you with 4 story legs. The thing towers over the deserted town. merely ok automated threat, and
assortment of weapons and take some time to get familiar with reloading and swapping\/ unloading weapons buttons.. Truly a
game needing a learning curve for budget entertainment. Still tho .. for ten bucks you get $19 of game.. Loads of fun, lots of
variety with clean controls and movement. You can tackle the levels at your own pace and with your own style, I look forward to
more scenic variety and the hopeful addition of many more steam achievements. But this game is certainly on the right track
and even on day one it sports enough content to justify an early access purchase, atleast for me!. I got this game and it was an
instant hit for me. The combat system is amazing and at first i thought you couldnt level up your skills past the fourth point but
you can and its a genius idea. The monsters big, annoying and it can be hard sometimes but its all worth it. All the warlocks
themselves are really unique. I suggest this game and give it a 9.5\/10. I enjoy the horror genre but with many of the newer
games they don't leave such a dark and eerily haunting presence such as the old horror games for playstaion 1 like Silent Hill.
Added to it most games leave out the fun little puzzles that make your game worth wild and being chased by murderous enemies
you can't fend off until you find their cryptonite or solve the gruelingly dark mystery. This game stays true to that classic feel
and I can't wait to play all the episodes.
-The bad maybe of this game is that you might have it crash before starting but the easy fix is your graphics on low.. I like the
Game idea and i have somethings i would like to say
1. Ground/Wall textures glitch out
2. reminds me to much of csgo
3. Skins glitch out
4. plz add a more decorative home screen
I would play this game so much if more people played
P.S Keep up the good work Devs ;)
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